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JUMP CREEK MISSION – MARCH 20, 2020

COMBINED REPORTS BY KEN SWICKARD AND DARRYL BEEMER
At around 2:30 p.m. on Friday, March 20, Owyhee County Dispatch requested IMSARU’s assistance for
a technical rescue of an injured hiker in the Jump Creek area about 40 miles west of Boise. The report
said a 21-year-old male had fallen down the cliffs on the southeast side of the Jump Creek Canyon and
was injured and stranded mid-cliff-face.
The on-scene Incident Commander was the Owyhee County Chief Deputy. Ten members of the IMSARU technical team loaded into truck 901 and Ron Christensen’s truck, and met with the Marsing Fire
and EMS members at the Jump Creek trailhead at 4:45 p.m. It was expected to be a five-mile drive but
turned out to be about eleven miles over rough desert roads that were still slick and covered in soft mud
from the winter thaw. At one point, truck 901 got stuck in a creek-bed, so Lindsy Glick and Eddie-Dean
Thomas were left to extricate that vehicle, with tech supplies shuttled in via Ron’s and the Owyhee County’s UTV’s.
The terrain consisted of 30 to 55-degrees, grass and sagebrush-covered, hillsides with numerous 25- to 50foot vertical cliffs spaced throughout the canyon walls. The subject and two friends were apparently making their way down the hillside toward Jump Creek Falls when the subject slipped and fell approximately
30 feet off one of the cliffs that had another unclimbable cliff below it after a small clearing. The two
friends stayed in the vicinity of the upper cliff, talking to their friend and waiting for emergency personnel
to arrive.
A spotter team hiked up from the trailhead to make visual contact with the subject, then the tech team
made verbal contact with the subject at around 7 p.m. The tech team was able to set up and anchor safely
to lava rock formations, and rappel over 100 feet to the subject--there were no safe tie-downs available in
the area directly where the subject fell—and they made it to the subject with a litter at around 8 p.m. The
subject appeared to have ankle and wrist injuries as well as facial trauma, but was otherwise in impressive
condition, considering the 15-foot fall and 20-foot post-fall tumble. Initial assessment determined a rock
raise followed by a med evac was the most appropriate action to get proper medical help. St. Alphonsus
Life Flight was requested; they landed on the upper ridge line at around 9:15 p.m.
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Given the difficulty of the terrain, the tech team had to build a redirect from the main anchor to guide
the subject, inserted into the full-body splint, up the gulley and then to a saddle where the wheel was
attached to the litter and the subject was wheeled up to a second saddle with an attended backup belay.
The tech team encountered some challenges during ascent due to the irregularity of the cliff face, but
the raise was completed by midnight. The “Fat Tire” wheel was attached to the litter and, with a belay
line also attached, the patient was moved over 100 feet up the 45-degree hillside, and loaded into the
helicopter for a quick 14-minute flight to St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Trauma Center.

IMARU responders were Darryl Beemer, Aaron Burdin, Juan Burzaco, Francisco Castellon, Ron
Christensen, Jim Findley, Lindsy Glick, Ted Marx, Dodi Newbill, Scotty Perkins, Holly Ponath, Mike
Rowe, Risk Stratton, Eddie-Dean Thomas, Christopher Weltner, and Rod Zwainz.

Photos of the technical rigging
at Jump Creek as well as the
Life Flight helicopter evacuating the subject.
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ROSS ROAD SEARCH IN ELMORE COUNTY
JANUARY 23-24, 2020
--KEVIN BRIZZI

A 70-year-old male was reported missing from a hunting trip to the Bennett Hills in Elmore County.
His vehicle was located and Elmore County personnel searched until dark. Knowing the search area to
be hilly and rugged, a difficult area to search even in daylight without the use of aerial resources and
many searchers on the ground, it was an easy decision to call for the assistance of our friends at Idaho
Mountain Search and Rescue!
A cell phone ping during the evening was unable to narrow the search area. I called the Air Force
Rescue Coordination Center (AFRCC) and asked if they had some cell phone forensics experts available to help us with the problem. Luckily, they did: They sent us detailed maps and data which considerably narrowed the search for the morning response.
As we arrived at the Incident Command Post on Ross Road, plans were quickly made to use the IMSARU UAV team to begin the search of the highest probability area given to us by the AFRCC with a
ground team to follow. Both teams deployed and at daybreak, just as the UAV was made airworthy,
the ground team reported sighting what they believed to be a piece of blue fabric. Their keen eyesight
allowed the UAV team to immediately move to the area, where they located the missing subject lying
immobile on one of the many ridges in the area. It was determined that the subject had likely experienced a massive heart attack the previous day while scoping animals with his rifle. The search mission
was demobilized and IMSARU searchers were released to return home with many thanks of the
Elmore County crew.
As always, IMSARU managed to bring the right resources to the search when they were needed, and
supplemented the efforts of ECSAR team well. I, and the rest of Elmore County Search and Rescue,
greatly appreciate the partnership that has been fostered between the two organizations, and look forward to working with them again.
IMSARU members responding to this mission included Aaron Burdin, Angie Christensen, Alex Deduct, John Mcleod, Rory Olsen, Daniel Roberts, Mike Rowe, Mark Szentes and Christopher Weltner
(Operations Leader).

MRA WINTER RECERTIFICATION – SATURDAY, MARCH 14, 2020
COMBINED REPORTS BY AARON BURDIN AND MIKE ROWE

Every two years, IMSARU is recertified by three outside evaluators from the Mountain Rescue Association pool of teams within our region (the Intermountain Region). This year our winter recertification, including Avalanche, Winter Tech, and Personal Skills, almost didn’t happen: by March 10 we
had only one evaluator able to come to Boise; by the next day we had three evaluators and the recertification was on for Saturday. On Friday, we worried again as some unexpected circumstances caused
a few members to cancel. Some pleading emails and a couple more members stepped up.
The evaluators set up a scenario with volunteer subjects. We met at the Compound at 0800, gave the
evaluators a head start to get the scenarios set up, and left the Compound at about 0900 to More’s
Creek Summit, where the evaluators explained the “mission.” The avalanche portion included usage
of beacons, probes, shoveling, and probe-line techniques. The challenge was to locate two known
“buried” victims reported by a person who escaped being swept up by an avalanche; there were also
other parties in the area and their whereabouts were unknown. A hasty team formed to do a quick
sweep of the area and to judge avalanche danger and what other resources would be needed. One sub-
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ject was found, using beacons, but it was determined that there were other subjects. The skeds and additional people were needed to continue the rescue. The probe line found the final “subject.” The
evaluators were impressed with our small-group approach to missions but did suggest we were a bit
uncoordinated and scattered during the avalanche portion.
For the technical portion of the recertification, we needed to perform a low-angle rescue over snow.
The scenario said two subjects had been in an avalanche, were injured and needed to be carried out. A
small team was sent in to evaluate, then call in what help they required. It was determined that one
subject would be able to walk out but the other would need to be taken out on a litter. While some
tech members were attending to the subject, a second group built a mainline belay system above to
raise the subject to safety. The team used pickets into the snow to create the mainline and belay anchors, placed the subject into a full-body vacuum splint and patient sleeping bag, then into the sked.
With two attendants guiding the sked, the patient was safely brought to the top of the hill. The evaluators were impressed with the rescue procedure, with a comment that we could have been a bit faster.
The final part of the recertification was for five members to show knowledge and skills in winter rescue. Each of the five had to build each of the different snow anchors, demonstrate proper snow travel,
self-arrest using an ice axe, beacon use, knowledge of hypothermia, 24-hour pack with proper equipment, and snow belays.
We passed. We took away some good info, owe a big thank-you to the tech team for putting in double
trainings, and thank all the general members who came out to support IMSARU. Members for the
recert were Brad Acker, Darryl Beemer, Chris Brookman, Aaron Burdin, Francisco Castellon, Angie
Christensen, Alex Deduck, John Ferguson, Jim Findley, Lindsy Glick, Ted Marx, Mike Rowe (OL),
Attila Sipiczki, Eddie Dean Thomas and Rod Zwainz.

Above: A probe line was performed
to test our response to scenario involving subjects without transceivers.
Left: Aaron Burdin performing a self
-arrest during the individual-skills
portion of the recertification.
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WINTER SHELTER FIELD TRAINING – FEBRUARY 15-16, 2020
--JEFF PULLAR
Over the weekend of February 14, IMSARU held Winter Shelter field training, required for unit members to receive their Winter Certification status for field missions. The group met at the IMSARU
Compound at 1030 hours to assemble gear and coordinate travel to our field location in the area of
Beaver Creek Summit (elevation 6500’). Weather was relatively mild for mid-February, with temps in
the 30’s on Saturday, and forecast of a low-pressure system arriving Saturday afternoon with five to
fifteen inches of snow above 4,000’.
At our parking location, the teams reassembled, put on their snow travel gear and associated safety
equipment (shovel/probe/transceiver), and headed up trail to the pre-determined field location. Snow
and weather observations were noted en route: the snow was firm pack, with multiple layers of loose
sugary snow between ice layers—evidence of the recent warming trends we had experienced between
recent storms. We also observed slight wind loading. Since our route was planned through low-angle
slopes, travel was deemed low risk.
Upon arriving at the base camp location, the teams spread out, picked their shelter type and location,
and got to work. The location was optimal, a saddle with a flat area on top, and slopes on the east,
west and north aspects. Weather needs to be considered when choosing type and location of shelter as
well as opening direction. Upon arrival, the incoming storm front could be observed in the distance,
moving in slowly from a northwesterly direction. Base snow depth ranged from approximately 24” to
36”.
Shelter types to be utilized were: trench, trench with A-frame, snow cave, igloo, tent and tarp. As
members arrived on site, they quickly started the snow-sintering process (a method to pack base layer
snow in preparation to harvest snow blocks for shelter construction). It is key to get process going as
soon as possible, since there is an approximate one-hour wait time for the sintering to take effect and
time management is important in the shorter winter daylight. Team members who created a more minimalist-style shelter would then move on and assist others who were working on more labor-intensive
shelters. By sundown, all teams had successfully completed finishing touches on the shelters, just as
snow started to fall. The shelters were left for approximately an hour to stabilize prior to members setting up gear for the night’s stay. (The hasty shelters, trench/tent and tarp, did not require a stabilization period.) Members also created a fire pit in preparation for the evening hours, allowing people to
dry out gear and clothing layers from the day’s activity. It may also have allowed a story or two to be
told, and surprise goodie bags were passed out by Topher. Small things can be big morale boosters
when in harsh conditions! As the fire dwindled and snow continued, members started to move to their
shelters for the nights’ stay.
Morning came quicker for some than for others, but arrived for all. Approximately five inches of
snow fell overnight, and continued at about an inch an hour. Team members came out of their shelters, fueled up, and broke down camp to move back out to the unit vehicles. The mile and a half hike
out was serene and scenic. Teams moved in measured pace to ensure members remained in a group.
Upon returning to vehicles, it was winter conditions! Vehicles were cleaned off, and teams ex-filtrated
back to the Compound where unit vehicles and snow safety equipment was inventoried and returned to
storage.
What was learned from this field training?
--Building a snow shelter can leave you with wet layers of clothing, even when actively working to
mitigate one’s perspiration via layer management. Having redundant base layers and a way to dry exterior layers needs to be factored in when sheltering overnight in extreme conditions.
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--Selection of shelter type is a factor to be considered when time is of the essence. Hasty shelters
are quicker to erect, allow for fewer calories to be burned, and will likely leave your layers drier
than would construction of a labor-intensive shelter. On the downside, overnight comfort may be
less than desirable. A more calorie-intensive shelter may be a priority if you are expecting to protect/shelter a rescue subject for an extended period.
--This session allowed members to test new and existing individual gear in order to assess its value
when sheltering overnight.
--That snow slushie still tastes good!

SAR ACADEMY – NEW MEMBERS
--RORY OLSEN
We had 11 attendees in the first SAR Academy of 2020, and all of them completed
the academy. Eight of the attendees also completed their pack checks. Once they
have passed their background checks, they can be added to the lister and start responding on searches. It was a good group with a wide range of backgrounds and
knowledge. Several of these new members are already seeking opportunities to be
involved in unit activities. Those who completed the academy are:
Blake Brandon
Ernest Cecil
Kellie Gosselin
Diana Hornung
Logan Laubach
Ilya Mirkin
Connor Tynan
Riane Tynan
Rebecca Vincen-Brown
Patrick Young
Douglas Zamzow

More photos of the winter recertification. The
tech system was setup for hoisting the subject in
a SKED litter.
Thanks to all volunteers, evaluators, and members that helped make the recertification successful
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Darryl Beemer with the volunteer “patient” enjoying the haul
line workers doing all of the effort for the raise during the winter recertification.
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Non-Unit Avalanche Risk Mitigation Training
--DARRYL BEEMER
Back when backcountry skiing was still a thing, a few unit members participated in a Level 1 Avalanche course through Avalanche Science. The 4-day course
taught members about crystallography and basic snow science, then took members
into Moore’s Creek Summit for field work and skiing fun. Thanks to Chago Rodriguez for the wonderful training.

Idaho Mountain Search and Rescue Unit is a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation. All of our members
are unpaid volunteers, who supply their own personal equipment as well as the time and effort to
train for our missions. Gifts to the Unit, such as those listed above, help to fund group equipment
such as trucks and command trailer.
The stalwart editor-in-chief of RESCUE is Charlotte Gunn. Don Fridrich provides the online version and mailing help. Darryl Beemer formats and prints with the generosity of HP Inc. Thanks to
all who write articles and provide photos.

